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GreenGlass allows single libraries and library groups to explore and visualize their collection in the context of the collective collection, quickly model deselection and print management scenarios, and generate custom reports and lists to support weeding and other collection management activities.

Ready to register your shared print commitments from GreenGlass? See Shared Print Registration service.

• Use GreenGlass
  
  Find information about the Collection and Analysis tabs in GreenGlass, as well as information about Online Item Lists and Exported Item Lists.
  
  ◦ Collection
  ◦ Analysis
  ◦ Exported Item Lists
  ◦ Online Item Lists

• GreenGlass for Serials
  
  Find information about the Collection and Analysis tabs in GreenGlass, as well as information about Online Item Lists and Exported Item Lists for Serials.
  
  ◦ Serials Collection
  ◦ Serials Analysis
  ◦ Exported Holding Lists
  ◦ Online Holding Lists

• Weeding and deselection bibliography
  
  Find an annotated bibliography of resources for weeding and deselecting materials, compiled by OCLC staff.

• GreenGlass training
  
  Find all training on GreenGlass

• OCLC Community Center: Shared Print community
  
  Find the Shared Print community on the OCLC Community Center.
Find more information about the Community Center. Current Shared Print and GreenGlass product users may join the OCLC Community Center to connect with peers and OCLC staff on product workflows, attend webinars, and provide feedback on the product.